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ABSTRACT

In an environment characterized by decreasing
budgets, limited system development time, and
user needs for increased capabilities, the
Mission Operations Division (MOD) at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center initiated a new,
cost-effective concept in developing its
spacecraft ground data systems: the Mission
Operations Center (MOC). In the MOC
approach, key components are integrated into a
comprehensive and cohesive spacecraft
planning, monitoring, command, and control
system with a single, state-of-the-art graphical
user interface. The. MOD is currently
implementing MOCs, which feature a common,
reusable, and extendable system architecture, to
support the X-Ray Timing Explorer (XTE),
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM),
and Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
missions.

As a result of the MOC approach, mission
operations are integrated, and users can, with a
single system, perform real-time health and
safety monitoring, real-time command and
control, real-time attitude processing, real-time
and predictive graphical spacecraft monitoring,
trend analysis, mission planning and scheduling,
command generation and management, network
scheduling, guide star selection, and (using an
expert system) spacecraft monitoring and fault
isolation. The MOD is also implementing its
test and training simulators under the new
MOC management structure.

This paper describes the MOC concept, the
management approaches used in developing
MOC systems, the technologies employed and
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the development process improvement
initiatives applied in implementing MOC
systems, and the expected benefits to both the
user and the mission project in using the MOC
approach.

INTRODUCTION

The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC) Mission Operations Division

(MOD), in partnership with the Computer
Sciences Corporation (CSC) Control Systems
Technology Group (CSTG), developed the
Mission Operations Center (MOC) concept to
improve the MOD's spacecraft ground data
systems. The focus of this effort was to
enhance system operability and increase
functionality while lowering development and
operational costs and shortening development
time.

Four key advances within and outside the MOD
arena contributed to the development and
refinement of the MOC concept: reengineering
of the MOD mission operations concept,
restructuring of management to a mission-
oriented structure, industry development of
enabling technologies, and application of
improvements in system development
processes.

Reengineering of the MOD mission operations
concept provided the framework for developing
the MOC concept. Restructuring from a
multimission to a mission-oriented management
organization provided the vehicle for efficiently
and effectively implementing the concept.
Enabling technologies such as powerful
workstations and industry standards
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contributed to the feasibility of the concept.
Improved system development processes in all
life-cycle phases contributed to the cost-
effectiveness of the concept.

DEFINING THE MOC CONCEPT

Driven by user demands for mission-unique
systems with improved operability and
increased functionality, mission profiles with
accelerated spacecraft schedules, and NASA
budgets in steady decline, the MOD

reengineered its overall mission operations
concept. This activity viewed m_sslon
operations from an MOD-wide level, with the
goals of maximizing the operations that a single
user can perform while minimizing system
development time and reducing operational and
development costs. The MOC concept makes
significant strides toward achieving these goals.

Before the MOC, the MOD developed ground
data systems and conducted mission operations
in host-based, multimission environments

supported by separate, independent branch
organizations. For example, the Control Center
Systems Branch (CCSB) (GSFC Code 511)
developed Payload Operations Control Centers
and the Spacecraft Control Programs Branch
(GSFC Code 514) developed mission planning
and command management systems. As a result
of the reengineering activity, which
encompassed the operational functionality of all
of the MOD's independent systems, the MOC
system was defined as an integrated,
comprehensive, mission-unique system with a
single user interface and the capabilities
necessary to support the MOD's mission
operations.

With a MOC system, the user can, from a sin.gle
workstation, perform traditional m_ss_on
operations including real-time spacecraft health
and safety monitoring, real-time spacecraft
command and control, trend analysis, mission
planning, command generation and

management, and network scheduling as well as
newly added operations such as mission
operations planning and scheduling, real-time
and predictive graphical spacecraft monitoring,
real-time attitude processing, guide star
selection, and spacecraft subsystem monitoring
and fault isolation.

The broadened view of the MOD's mission

operations, free from the past organizationally
induced partitions of functionality, enables
comprehensive system engineering that
considers only the technical aspects of the
MOC system definition. The resulting MOC
system eliminates redundant capabilities within
the MOD; eliminates or simplifies interfaces to
and within the MOD; and allows for cost-

effective, systemwide solutions. Because of
these improvements, a MOC system can be
developed in less time and at lower cost than
the traditional, independent ground data system
implementations.

MANAGING MOC DEVELOPMENT

The concept of developing an integrated MOC
ground data system naturally led to the concept
of an integrated, mission-oriented management
structure. To provide the vehicle for efficiently
and effectively implementing each MOC
system, both the MOD and CSC restructured
their management organizations to create a

single, mission-oriented MOC management
team. Recognizing the potential for improving
coordination and communication between the

mission's MOC system and the mission's
standalone test and training simulator
[traditionally developed under the Simulations
and Compatibility Test Branch (GSFC Code
515)], the MOD and CSC placed development
of the simulator under the MOC management
structure.

The resulting mission-oriented MOC
organization is headed by a system manager and
is supported by a MOC system engineer;

managers of the major MOC components and
the simulator; and knowledgeable, technical
component experts. This approach retains the
expertise of the traditional organizations and,
for the first time, combines the functionality of
the MOD ground data systems previously
developed by independent organizations under
a single MOD-level system manager.

The major advantages of this management
approach over the traditional approach include
consolidation of mission budgets; closer
coordination of system capabilities and
schedules; integration of a major portion of the
mission ground system earlier in the ground
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system life cycle; provision for a single point of
contact to the mission projects and users; and
improvements in communication, coordination,
and cooperation among the experts from the
various ground data systems. Clearly, these
advantages could only be realized when the
management authority, responsibility, and
control rested in the hands of a single, system

manager whose primary focus was to manage
development of the MOC system and the
simulator.

Consolidating mission budgets under a single
manager with the requisite responsibility and
authority simplifies the planning of projected
budgets and the reporting of actual spending on
a per-mission basis. Further, single-manager

responsibility for most of the MOC. components
results in increased flexibility m asslgmng
resources among the components that need it.
With the MOC approach, timely, system- and
component-level budget decisions can be made
within the MOC organization from a balanced
and informed viewpoint.
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Closely coordinating component development
schedules and the capabilities to be
implemented according to the consolidated
MOC master schedule significantly improves
the readiness of a major portion of the mission's
total ground system. In the traditional
approach, one ground data system's capabilities
and schedules were usually developed with
limited insight into the needs of the other

ground data systems. This lack of close
coordination sometimes resulted in the need for

additional temporary software to simulate
missing capabilities and delayed mission ground
system testing of these capabilities. In the MOC
approach, simulator and component schedules
and capabilities are closely coordinated so that

each MOC component fully supports the others
and the MOC and simulator systems fully
support each other at the scheduled time. This
level of coordination significantly reduces time
spent waiting for independent ground data

systems to get synchronized in support of
mission ground system testing. Althoug.h
planning a MOC development schedule is
slightly more time consuming and complex than
in the traditional approach, monitoring
projected and actual schedules is much quicker
and easier because there is one composite
schedule.
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Integrating major portions of the mission's
ground system during the development phase of
the life cycle, rather than during the integration
and test phase, significantly reduces mission
ground system interface, integration, and end-
to-end test time. The schedules and capabilities
of the MOC system components are not only
coordinated, but the major efforts of integrating
and testing them and also testing the integrated
MOC system with the simulator are
accomplished by the development team before
delivery of either system to GSFC. In the
traditional approach, this integration and testing
occurred after delivery of each of the
independent ground data systems, when
interface problems are difficult to isolate and
repair quickly. The extensive, advanced
planning of the MOC master schedule, which
considers the project's test needs, coupled with
the development team's expertise in integrating
and testing the MOC system, improves the
overall quality and readiness of the ground
system earlier than previously possible.

Because the MOC organization provides a
single point of contact, the MOD speaks with a
unified voice to the mission project and MOC
system users. Traditionally, a mission project
had to communicate with each of the MOD

branch organizations, an inefficient and time-
consuming process. Also, users had to
communicate with the developers from each of
the MOD independent ground data systems to
convey and receive information. The MOC

approach ensures a direct, timely, and
consistent flow of information from the MOC

team to the mission project and the users. For
example, with a MOC system, there is a single
set of comprehensive, formal reviews (e.g., a
single system requirements review, preliminary
design review, and critical design review) to
attend and critique; there are fewer doeuments
to review and approve than with the traditional
approach (e.g., a single comprehensive require-
ments specification rather than multiple ones);
and, as an added benefit, the resources needed

to .prepare, present, and maintain these formal
rewews and documents are reduced.

Improved communication, coordination, and
cooperation among the technical experts from
the various ground data systems ensures the
timely development of robust, cost-effective
MOC systems. The single, cohesive MOC team



sharesa commonfocusandacommongoal:the
successfulimplementationof theMOC system.
Theteammakesdecisionsto supportthis goal,
relinquishingconflicting demandsand diverse
approachesfrom the originatingorganizations
in favor of a unifiedmanagementandtechnical
approach.

The MOC system engineer and component
experts regularly share their expertise and
insight with each other. Cross-checksof
understandingshighlight discrepanciesearly,
allowing them to be solvedwhenresolutionis
lesscostly. For example,on the X-Ray Timing
Explorer(XTE) MOC, discrepanciesexistedin
early mission documentation describing the
telecommand packet checksum calculation.
Becausethe simulator experts on the team
knew how the flight software performedthis
calculation, they were able to resolve the
problem quickly and with no cost impact.
Typically, with the limited cross-check of
understandingsbetweensimulatorand control
center systemexperts in the past, a problem
suchas this would not have beenfound until
actual ground systemintegrationtesting with
the spacecraftor the simulator,whenproblem
repairis morecostly.

The MOC teamhasalsousedtheir broadened
view of the systemto identify and implement
more robust technicalsolutions.For example,
the traditional simulator, control center, and
command management systems each used
different approachesand different data base
softwareto processthe mission'sproject data
base.For the single, integratedMOC system,
theteamhasidentifiedandimplementeda more
rigorous relational data base solution with
increased functionality over any of the
traditionalsystems.

Working as a cooperative team, the MOC
component experts have identified and
eliminatedredundancyamongthe components,
reducingthe amountof softwarethat must be
developed,tested,and maintained.Traditional
capabilities, as well as new functional
capabilities,areavailableearlier.For example,
the selectionof a singleuser interfacemeans
that thetime traditionallyspentdevelopingand
maintainingmultiple user interfaces can be
spentenhancingthefunctionalityof theselected
userinterface.For the integratedMOC system,

the team has also eliminated the formal
interface between the control center and
command managementsystems. Significant
savingshave been realizedin eliminating the
formal definition, negotiation, control,
integration,andtestingof this interfacebecause
theseefforts are now performed within the
MOC organization. Traditionally, several
separate MOD and mission project
organizationsneededto beinvolved.

The most importantchallengesin definingthe
MOC managementapproachwereto developa
mission-orientedorganizationthat retainedthe
expertiseof the various componentsof the
MOC systemand to minimizethe risks to the
successof the missionwhile implementingthe
newtechnicalandmanagementapproaches.

TheMOC managementapproachcapitalizeson
the useof technicaland managementexpertise
from each of the ground data systems.The
depth of knowledge provided by these
componentexperts,coupledwith thebreadthof
knowledgeof the systemengineer,is essential
to the successof any MOC implementation.
Management risks are minimized because
componentexpertsarepart of the MOC team
and because the best practices from the
originating MOD branch organizationshave
been selected and implemented.Techniques
suchastheuseof multimissionworkinggroups
and matricesof expertisehave beenexpanded
to encompassthefull MOC functionality.These
techniques,successfullydemonstratedin the
traditional organizations,make possible high
levels of software reuse across and within
missionimplementations.In the control center
area,for example,softwarereuselevelsof over
70 percent are regularly achieved.Technical
risksareminimizedbecausethe selectedMOC
architectureis a natural extensionof the in-
place, highly successfulsystem architecture
describedbelow.Useof thesemanagementand
technical strategiesminimizesthe risk of the
overallMOC concept.

To furtherreducethe risks,theMOD initiateda
pilot project in October 1992, selecting the
XTE missionas the first MOC systemimple-
mentation.The MOD, CSC, and the mission
project havecloselymonitoredthe progressof
this MOC via various technical reviews and
regularmanagementreviews.By June1993,the
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XTE MOC pilot project showed such early
promise and enthusiastic user support that the
MOD reassigned the TRMM mission, which
started development as separate control center,
command management, and simulator ground
data systems, as an integrated MOC system
implementation and a standalone simulator
under the new MOC management structure.

IMPLEMENTING THE MOC

MOC Architecture

The availability of enabling technologies such as
powerful workstations and networks,
distributed processing, commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) products, and industry standards
contributed to the feasibility of the MOC
concept. The effectiveness of their use was
successfully demonstrated in the MOD's CCSB-
developed Transportable Payload Operations
Control Center (TPOCC) system philosophy
and architecture. The MOC concept extends
the use of TPOCC to cover broader

functionality.
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The TPOCC architecture is based on the use of

industry standards, COTS components, custom
reusable components, and distributed
processing using client/server technology. It
features interconnected hardware that provides
systemwide access to data and distributed

processing that is flexible and transparent to the
user. It supports the dedicated use of a
workstation for isolated functions or the use of

a single workstation for multiple functions. It
also allows single functions to be spread across
multiple processors to provide needed levels of
processing and data throughput. The state-of-
the-art graphical user interface, which features
a windowing environment, significantly
increases system operability.

The TPOCC architecture is designed to be
evolutionary in that new technology can be
inserted into the basic system framework
without disrupting the overall architectural
approach. This extendable architecture easily
supports integration of independently
developed components that follow its
fundamental precepts.

Each MOC system, which uses TPOCC's
hardware architecture approach, is sized to
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meet its mission's data and operational needs
and consists of a network of inexpensive,
heterogeneous COTS workstations, X-
terminals, and front-end processors (i.e., single-

board computers). The architecture reflects a
commitment to industry standards such as
VME, Ethernet, RS-232, RS-422, and SCSI.

For the MOC, a RAID array, optical disk, CD
ROM, and 3-D graphics devices are added to
the basic TPOCC architecture to support the
broader functionality ofa MOC.

The MOC software architecture approach, like
TPOCC's, consists of distributed processing
using client/server technology, adherence to
open system communications standards,
extensive use of COTS products, and
implementation of reusable custom code. Most
of the MOC software is written in C or C++

and is designed to be independent of the
hardware, thus making it easily portable to
other platforms.

All MOC sot_ware components are
implemented following open system
communications standards such as the Trans-
mission Control Protocol/Internet PrOtocol

(TCP/IP), external data representation (XDR),
and network file system (NFS). The commer-
cial standards for the MOC's graphical user
interface include X-window and Open Software
Foundation's Motif software. The use of

industry standards facilitates incorporation of
COTS products, generic systems, and
independently built components without
impacting the overall software architecture.

The MOC system is flexible and extendable. It
supports, from a single workstation, the
functionality previously dispersed among many

minicomputers and mainframe systems, thus
increasing the number of operations that a
single user can perform. The MOC system
reduces operational costs because multiple,
independent systems are consolidated; work-
stations replace more expensive minicomputers
and mainframe systems, and computer
operators are no longer needed to support
multimission computer facilities.

Process Improvements

Application of improved processes in the
requirements, design, implementation, integra-



tion, and test phasesof systemdevelopment
contributed to the cost-effectivenessof the
MOC concept.In anatmosphereof continuous
processimprovement,the MOC development
teams have applied several improvement
initiatives to the developmentof the MOC
systems.

The missionMOC teamshave improved the
processof defining the MOC systemrequire-
ments. During the requirements definition
phase,joint developerand user teams,some-
timesreferredto asJoint ApplicationDevelop-
ment (JAD) teams, define the requirements.
UsingtheJAD approach,usersfamiliarwith the
specific missionrequirementsand operational
needs and developersfamiliar with existing
softwarecapabilitiesareableto quickly identify
mission-uniqueneeds.The JAD teamusesan
existingsetof requirementsfrom other,similar
missions as a base for defining the new
mission'srequirements.This approachresultsin
the timely definition of requirementsbecause
theJAD team,ratherthanstartingfrom scratch,
simply analyzes the baseline and makes
additions or deletions as appropriate. This
approachalso maximizesthe reuseof existing
software,limitingdetailedrequirementsanalysis
to mission-unique areas. The Advanced
CompositionExplorer (ACE) MOC JAD team
is using this approachwith the XTE MOC
requirements providing the basis for
requirementsdiscussions.

The ACE MOC JAD team is alsopiloting the
conceptof usersand developersjointly docu-
menting requirementsrather than each group
independently writing and cross-referencing
separate,configuration-controlleddocuments.
Theteamdocumentsrequirementson-lineusing
the RequirementsGenerationSystem (RGS)
databasetool. This approachis also expected
to saveconsiderabletimeandeffort.

The mission MOC teams have also
implemented improvements in the design
process.During the desi.gnphase,extensive
technical exchange meetings are held both
within a specific mission MOC (i.e., cross-
function) and across the MOCs of other
missions (i.e., cross-mission).Each MOC's
system engineer and component experts
regularly hold cross-function technical
exchangemeetingsto designportions of the
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softwareso that they canbe usedby multiple
components,thus maximizing reuse within a
missionMOC. In addition, the MOC system
engineersandcomponentexpertsregularlyhold
cross-missiontechnicalexchangemeetingsto
desig.nspecific componentsinto generic and
mission-unique building blocks, thus
maximizingreuse acrossMOC missions(i.e.,
genericco.mponentsoftware is designedwith
mission-unique"hooks"). This MOC design
approachresults in a comprehensive,cohesive
systemdesign that eliminatesorganizationally
inducedwallsbetweenfunctionalcomponents.

During the implementationphase,the mission
MOC teams' strict adherence to system
developmentstandardsand useof a standard
user interface permits multiple components
(i.e., multiple portions of the system) to be
developedconcurrently.Although this is not a
new process,its implementationduring MOC
systemdevelopmentis essential.The mission
MOC teams have also expandedthe use of
advancedCOTS software developmenttools
such as SoftBench, Branch Validator, and
Purify to assistthem in writing anddebugging
software.

The implementation of these development
improvementsallows the missionMOC teams
to capitalizeon threeaspectsof softwarereuse:
reusing existing custom-built and generic
software components; designing custom
software with new functionality for future
reuse; and integrating existing, standalone
generic systemsand COTS products. Each
MOC teamworkswith usersto definemission
requirements that maximize the reuse of
existingcustom-builtand generic components
(e.g., existing mission software, TPOCC
generic software) while still meeting each
mission'sunique needs.Sharing requirements
expertiseacrosseachmissionallows the MOC
teams to design custom code for future
reusability becausegeneric componentsare
identified and developed to permit mission-
unique extensions.Each MOC's design also
integratesCOTSproducts(e.g.,ORACLE)and
standalonegenericsystemssuchasthe Generic
SpacecraftAnalystAssistant(GenSAA)andthe
GenericTrend AnalysisSystem(GTAS). The
useof thesetechniquesreducesthe amountof
newcodeneededwhile increasingfunctionality.
For example,approximately50 percentof the
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first MOC's code and over 80 percent of the
second MOC's code consists of reusable

components (not including the integrated
generic systems or COTS products). This
percentage is expected to increase as additional
MOC capabilities are implemented for future
reuse and spacecraft standards continue to be
formulated and implemented.

The mission MOC teams have also instituted

improvements in the integration phase. One of
the major challenges for any MOC system is the
integration of the many components that it

comprises. Successful integration of a MOC
system is a special and complex problem. The
complexity of integrating "externally" de-
veloped components (i.e., components de-
veloped by other organizations), for example,

encouraged definition of a formal integration
procedure. This procedure includes require-
ments for extensive planning, preparation, and
monitoring of the integration activity. For
example, for components developed within the

MOC organization, the MOC system engineer
and component managers require demon-
strations of, and explicit documentation about,
each developer's software before that software
is integrated with the total MOC system, in

addition to these improvements, for the first
time, the mission's test and training simulator
has been collocated with the MOC system in
the development environment, substantially
improving the developers' ability to test the
integrated MOC system. The MOC and

simulator developers' ability to extensively
exercise their systems before they are delivered
to GSFC significantly improves the quality and
robustness of each system.

During the test phase, the test process has been
improved by combining traditionally separate
system, acceptance, and user test teams into a
single test team (independent of the
development team) and by moving this level of
testing from the traditional postdelivery
timeframe into the predelivery timeframe. The
combined, concurrent testing by this team
reduces overall MOC system test time while
increasing testing effectiveness. When the test
team finds problems that must be repaired
before the system is deemed ready for
operational use, the development team corrects
the problems. This extensive, independent,
predelivery testing of the integrated MOC
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system reduces the amount of time necessary
for mission-level ground system interface and
integration testing because not only have some
of the traditional interfaces been eliminated, but

also a major portion of the overall ground
system has been tested.

BENEFITS OF THE MOC APPROACH

The MOC approach provides major benefits to
its users. Probably the most important of these
benefits is the integration of mission operations
with mission specialists collocated in the
MOC's office-like, workstation environment.
Traditional, host-based systems located in
various multimission computer rooms required
that users be able to operate several indepen-
dent systems. On each of these systems, a user
could perform only one operation from each
terminal, requiring that user to monitor up to
three or four terminals at a time, depending on
the number of simultaneous operations to be
performed. The MOC's mission-oriented,
integrated system, with a windowing environ-
ment and distributed processing, allows the user
to perform and monitor multiple operations
from a single workstation, a vast improvement
over traditional systems.

A second important benefit to the user is the
MOC's state-of-the-art, standardized graphical
user interface that provides the same "look and
feel" across all components of the MOC. In
addition to traditional tabular data displays, this

interface supports graphical data represen-
tations such as plots, bars, dials, pie charts, and
timelines, enabling users to rapidly distinguish
anomalous situations. Menus and input panels
are intuitive to operate, and, with only one
consistent user interface to learn, user system
training as well as cross-component training is
simplified. This improved system operability,
coupled with the increased functionality
provided by a MOC system, provides the user
with all the tools needed to perform operational
duties.

The MOC approach provides many benefits to
the mission project• The MOC management
structure provides the mission project with a
single point of contact for a major part of the
developing mission ground system• This
improves and simplifies communication both to
and from the mission project.
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Another major benefit to the mission project is
that MOC systems, as opposed to traditional
implementations, are less costly and achieve
operational readiness in a shorter period of

time. With fewer system interfaces, operational
and system development complexity and
associated costs are reduced. MOC approaches
such as elimination of redundant code among
components, extensive software reuse,

integration of COTS products and existing
generic systems, and commitment to expanding
the library of reusable custom components by
designing for future reuse are recognized
approaches that reduce costs. The MOC
systems contain more capability and higher
stability early in the development cycle because
of the extensive reuse of existing, tested
software and COTS products.

Carlton D., Vaules, Jr. D., Mandl, D.

(November 1992). GSMS and Space Views:
Advanced Spacecraft Monitoring Tools',
Proceedings of SPACEOPS '92 ( pp. 375-380).
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SUMMARY

The MOC approach to ground systems
development makes great strides toward
integrating the MOD's mission operations. This
approach significantly increases the number of
operations that a single user can perform
simultaneously, substantially improves system
capability and operability, and simplifies user
training, while reducing operations• and
development costs and shortening development
time.

Only 2 years since its inception, the MOC
concept has realized its initial goals. As the
MOC approaches continue to mature, and as

more functionality is incorporated into its
systems, the benefits to mission projects and the
user community are expected to grow.
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